
 

Computing skills progression 

 

  Strand  
 

UKS2 
 Digital Literacy I can design, film and edit a vlog using digital devices. 

I can combine a variety of software to create an animation using a 
green screen. 

Computer 
Science 

I can begin to write my own programs that accomplish specific 
goals. 
I can use sequence, selection, and repetition in programs 
I can work with variables and various inputs and outputs. 

Information 
Technology 

I can select, use and combine a variety of skills in Word. 
I can select, use and combine a variety of skills to draw graphs in 
Excel. 

Online Safety I understand the importance of passwords. 
I can explain what Cyberbullying is. 
I can explain the meaning of copyright. 

 
LKS2 

 

 Digital Literacy I can plan, organise and film an information video. 
I can write, record and edit a podcast. 

Computer 
Science 

I understand what block coding is (algorithms). 
I can follow simple instructions to code objects. 
I can begin to write my own programs that accomplish specific 
goals. 

Information 
Technology 

 

I can use a keyboard effectively. 
I can save and retrieve digital folders. 
I can select, use and combine a variety of skills to create an 
animated PowerPoint. 

Online Safety I can use technology safely and responsibility. 
I know how to report concerns online. 
I can how computer networks provide multiple services and offer 
opportunities for communication and collaboration. 

 
KS1 

 Digital Literacy I can use technology to purposefully take images. 
I can organise and manipulate information for a purpose. 
I can use the Paint program to create drawings. 

Computer 
Science 

I can understand and explain what an algorithm is. 
I can create simple programs and debug them. 
I can use reasoning to predict the behaviour of a program. 

Information 
Technology 

I can safely search for information. 
I can use the internet to create a basic PowerPoint. 
I can organise, manipulate and retrieve data in a PowerPoint. 

Online Safety I can give examples of technology beyond the ones of school. 
I can use technology safely and responsibly. 
I know what information I should/should not share online. 
I know where to go for help if I am worried. 

 

 


